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Meander Bends, Landscape Preferences, 
and River Restoration
G. Mathias Kondolf, University of California
-----------------------
Lack of post-project appraisal holds us back
Each project an experiment from which we can learn

Evidence for cultural preference for channels to be:
stable, single-thread, meandering

Popularity of form-based (cookbook) approach 
to restoration 

The NRRSS Project – comprehensive review of 
river restoration in US

Post-Project Appraisal

Acknowledge limitations in our predictive capability
(humility)

Treat restoration projects as experiments
(adaptive management)

My view (for what it’s worth):
If you don’t have funds for monitoring and evaluation,

you don’t have enough money for an intervention

Situation improving in some places (eg CALFED),
but still a long way to go overall
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Elements in Post-Project Appraisal
Clear objectives

based on sound geomorphic-ecological study,
ie “know your patient”

Good baseline data
Extend record to past through historical analysis

Adequate length of monitoring
A decade is good rule of thumb, catch Q5-10 

Willingness to acknowledge “failures”
Define learning success, not just meeting objectives
Requires a change in attitudes (e.g., Cherry) 

The quest for the stable channel

- Landowners resist bank channel change, 
- We all know Bank erosion is bad!

-Yet bank erosion and bar deposition create and    
sustain riparian and aquatic habitat

-More sophisticated approach is to understand
dynamic river processes, avoid bank stabilization 
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Channel Migration and Riparian/Aquatic Habitat

Source: McBain and Trush
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Rush Creek, Mono Basin

Rush Ck incised 1 m, former wet meadows now xeric.
Channel migrates, erodes xeric upland, 
builds point bar with high water table, willows colonize 
Rush Ck “restores” itself.
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Rush Ck: first ‘restoration’ project in the Mono Basin
“severely eroding banks” treated with “soft armoring”

“Stability” is often seen as a goal – appropriate?  

Channel Reconstruction Projects

The current paradigm:
Stable channel design 
based on bankfull Q, 
Rosgen classification scheme

Endorsed by the NRC 1992!
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But how to apply to the Carmel River in 1983?  
Braided, unstable channel due to bank devegetation

and instability

Approaching River Restoration
Sound historical-geomorphological analysis of
underlying cause of problem – and nature 
of river behavior to evaluate if there IS a ‘problem’

See the ‘problem’ on larger spatial and temporal scales: 
- Catchment instead of reach scale
- Decadal instead of months-years

Understanding of regional differences in climate, 
geologic influences, etc

A process approach preferable to form-based approach
When possible, buy land and let the river design itself.  
(Exceptions being low-energy systems)
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Uvas Ck
Gilroy    *X

Cuneo Ck
Humboldt   -
Redwoods SP

X X - Jamison Ck
Plumas-Eureka SP

SOME EXAMPLES OF
CHANNEL RECONSTRUCTION
IN CALIFORNIA

Uvas Creek, California Coast Ranges
A case study of channel reconstruction post
Gravel mining

- 1-km reach adjacent to urbanizing Gilroy 
- channel form disturbed by historical gravel mining
- objectives: city park, fish habitat (passage)
- City of Gilroy told that permits would flow freely if a

Rosgen-type project was built
- Project designed based on Rosgen classification

system (by local consultant and Rosgen)
- Construction completed Nov 1995
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View downstream from Santa Teresa bridge Jan 1996.  
(Are we in Denmark?)
Note: symmetrical meander bends, rock weirs and bank 
protection on outside meander bends

View downstream from Santa Teresa bridge, July 1997 
(after washout in Feb 1996)
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Structures to protect meander bends were not 
eroded or outflanked.  Uvas Creek cut across artificial  
meander bends and/or buried structures

July 1997

Basis of channel design: excerpts from plan
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Project Plan was 18 pages long, of which 12 were tables, 
identical except for one column. 
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Channel design based on 
- Classification as C4 type channel
- Meander geometry relations (e.g., wavelength 

and amplitude scaled to bankfull channel width)   

Historical evidence: channel was not formerly a 
meandering channel, but braided.  1879 map:
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The channel was wide, unvegetated, braided. 
1894 photo from Twin Bridges (1 km upstream project)

The project reach was braided in 1939: reflects climate
(Mediterranean) and lithology (Franciscan Formation)
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C4/C3 Meandering Channels in California
(Some dates below appx, being checked in NRRSS)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
1990  Wolf Ck, Sierra Nevada Washed out, buried 
1990 Cuneo Ck, Coast Ranges Washed out
1993 Mattole Cyn Ck, Coast Ranges Washed out
1994 Greenhorn Ck, Sierra Nevada Washed out
1995 Jamison Ck,  Sierra Nevada Washed out
1995 Uvas Ck, Coast Ranges Washed out
1996 Cold Ck, Lake Tahoe Filled then scoured
1997   West Walker R, Sierra Rocked meanders
1999 Bear Ck, Cascades Channel moved to 

meadow (success), Many constructed riffles 
(undulating bed cut into clay) washed out

2001 Ackerman Ck, Coast Ranges Washed out
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Jamison Ck: State park, goal: improve trout habitat.

Designed C-4 channel drawn over air photo base. 
Design channel narrower, symmetrical meanders.
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Existing channel filled, new channel narrower.
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Cuneo Creek,
Tributary to Bull Ck
Humboldt Redwoods 
State Park

Basin logged in
1950s-60s, high 
sediment yields.

Aggradation, 
braided channel

Cuneo Ck 

Bull Ck
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Landslide in 
Upper Cuneo Ck
basin

Since 1953,
over 7 m
aggradation
at confluence
Cuneo and
Bull Creeks,
under Cuneo
Ck bridge
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Deep Run, Maryland.    

DOT filled wetlands, needed ‘mitigation’. 
Money looking for a project!
Deep Run channel assumed to be eroding,  
sediment filling in wetland downstream. 
With ‘proper’ geometry, no more erosion!
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Narrower, symmetrical 
C4 channel 
predicted to be stable. 

Existing riparian vegetation 
removed

Smith (1997) found
overbank velocities higher 
post-project 
(reduced roughness)
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Looking upstream at erosion from overbank flow.  
No rip veg, low roughness, high overbank velocities

Channel shifted away from protected banks    
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Clark Fork River Superfund Complex

Clark Fork Superfund Complex
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1908: Flood of record - 49,000 cfs.  Overtopped dam, 
Threatened powerhouse, dam blown up to save 
powerhouse
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Concern now over possible consequences 
that another large flood could destroy dam,
releasing contaminants downstream.
Damage to dam in 1986 and 1996 floods.

1908 flood,
View upstream to PH

View of deposits upstream
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~1893
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1907

Overlay of historical channels of Clark Fork
Upstream of Milltown Dam
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1907

1907
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~1893

~1893
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Why stable, symmetrical meandering
channels so popular for design? 

---------------------------------------------------------

Easy to design by cookbook: 
standard elements, e.g., such as rootwads,
rock weirs.

Classification system predicts they are stable.

Cultural preference for stable, narrow, 
single-thread channels. (trout streams!)

Cultural Preference for Meanders
Appleton (1975): “deflected vistas” such as paths,
rivers, valleys, as line of sight deflected, curved 
(Ullrich 1983)

Cullen (1961): “anticipation” in analysis of 
curving city streets, arouse curiosity about 
what will be at end of street. 

Kaplan and Kaplan (1984): “mystery” in 
landscape, sense of exploration.

18th-19th Century English landscape ideas:
The beautiful, picturesque, sublime
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Jan
1996

July
1997

Importance of seeing the river as it really is –
Not necessarily anything wrong with
rivers that don’t meander and are unstable.
Avoid imposing cultural ideals on rivers.

Take a larger temporal and spatial scale.  
Problems usually defined at site scale 
over short (engineering) scale.

But underlying processes, and thus solutions, 
are often at catchment and decadal scales.

Emphasize process over form. 
Distinguish what river can restore from what we

must do.  (e.g. incised channel ‘feedback’)
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An example of a successful project 
designed with altered process in mind:
Schulte Rd project, Carmel River

Water table lowered by well pumping, 
Die-off of bank stabilizing vegetation, 
Channel instability in affected reaches.

Restoration project built before water table
issue resolved – floodplain and pilot channel
built, planted with willow, and irrigated!
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Proposed prioritization:

Preserve intact processes and forms, let river
recreate its own channel. (Passive restoration)

Where processes intact, can restore form (carbon copy

Restore processes where possible

With irrevocable change in process, design form
but account for changed conditions, and
approach restoration as experiment

In low-energy, low-sediment systems (e.g., England), 
where channel “stuck” (eg incised), restore form.
Elsewhere, try to leave alone or restore process.

Attitudes towards river restoration:
Heavily colored by cultural preferences, 

often lack of looking at big picture of 
basin-scale and long time scales

We need ‘real geomorphology’ and 
To acknowledge our cultural influences

Join the SOBC League!  
No prejudice against braided channels! 
eg, affirmative action for BCs in France, 
example from the Drome River
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Watershed change and resulting channel change 
In two contrasting catchments:

- Pine Ck, Idaho
- Drome R, SE France

Both underwent large changes in bedload sediment
yield since 19th century, but in opposite directions.

In both cases, managers seek to “restore” to prior
conditions 

Drome River basin drains preAlps, K marl, limestone.
Since 19th C, reduced land use pressure, resulting in
reduced bedload supply.
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Profound landscape change since 19th century:
Reduced population density and land use in mountains

Drome River nr Saillans, 1900
Badlands in marl outcrops

Drome River nr Saillans, 1996
(same view as previous slide)
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The Drome River:
Reduced bedload yield from catchment
+ instream gravel mining led to incision, 
channel narrowing, reduced braiding
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Restoration Actions: Drome River
- Gravel mining outlawed in 1980s
- Sediment no longer removed for routine 

maintenance, even landslide sources
- Proposals to increase bedload by re-activating 

landslides, removing check dams

Objective: increase bedload supply to recover 
incised bed 
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Conclusions:

To progress, learn from our experiments
(and our projects are experiments!)
Situation improving, but long way to go.

We need real science as a basis for design.

Often the best project is to let the river fix
itself.

Take a braided channel to lunch today!


